Criminalise Nuclear War Systems conference

A series of quarterly week-long Conferences

In Saga House Undīne, Dubulti, Jūrmala, Latvia.

Initial meetings: June 1-7th 2015

International Foundation for Research on Radioactivity Risk, www.IFRRR.org, proudly presents the conferences organized by Environmental Research SIA in Latvia.

The goal of the conference Criminalize Nuclear War Systems is to establish a platform for a global network of scientists marking the current systems that have brought us to the Nuclear War risk and suggesting safe systems.

Strategy is to avoid research that is at the services of military and industrial corporate businesses and present radically honest work by independent scientists spreading their findings.

Methods of the conference are to present crucial research in written and video format easily available to any viewer on IT without any cost. The program offers a restful, knowledgeable and spiritually fulfilling week focusing on the solutions eliminating possibility of Nuclear War (NW).

Participants are targeted among the strategic leaders of state, regional and local institutions. The fee varies. Welcome!

Contact:

Ditta Rietuma
Email: info@bsrrw.org
Tel.: +371-298 110 64
Programme

31st of May
Arrivals, accommodation
Establishing communication in the IT forum networking online

1st of June
11.00 Peace meditation on the coast of the Baltic Sea.
13.00 Lunch
14.00 Christopher Busby. Celebrating the International Day for Protection of Children.
15.15 Molly Scott Cato, UK and European Parliament. The Economics of Nuclear.
16.00 Walk on the coast of the Baltic Sea
18.00 Supper

2nd of June
Deeper into the subject Nuclear War Systems
11.00 Christopher Busby, UK. Corruption in modeling of Radiation Risk and NW.
11.45 Helen Caldicott, USA and Australia. Baltic States on the front line of NW.
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/russia/suitcase/iyablokov.html

13.00 Lunch

14.00 Gen Morita, Japan. Fukushima. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4vOMPJYUWk

14.30 Noam Chomsky, US. Nuclear War Threat and Trade.  

15.00. Georgij Lepin, Belorus. Nuclear Power Plants are weapons of mass destruction.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5J14UyX7F3k


Nuclear Testing 1945 – 1998 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAnqRQg-W0k
Time-lapse map of the 2053 nuclear explosions which have taken place between 1945 and 1998, beginning with the Manhattan Project's "Trinity" test near Los Alamos and concluding with Pakistan's nuclear tests in May of 1998.

16.00 Walk at the Sea

18.00 Supper

3rd of June

Restfull Morning

13.00 Lunch

Land, Minerals, Property and other Resources of the Inhabitants of the Earth.

14.00. Leuren Moret, USA. The ownership of global power structures of the Nuclear War system organisations.


15.10 Evon Peter. Indigenous Wisdom and Lands  
http://www.thrivemovement.com/indigenous-wisdom-and-healing-evon-peter.blog

15.40 Valdis Šteins. Latvians unite with other Nations on abandoning Nuclear War Systems.

16.00 Beach. Latvian indigenous ritual for Peace, Love and Understanding
18.00 Supper

4th of June

How to criminalize Systems of Nuclear War (without hurting the people in them).

11.00 Perdana Peace Foundation, Malaysia. The Illegitimate New World Order. http://www.perdana4peace.org/

12.00 Criminalise War Foundation, Malaysia. War is about Killing, Massive Killing - that is a Criminal Act. http://criminalisewar.org/

13.00 Lunch

Current and Higher Laws.


16.00 Walk on the coast.

18.00 Supper

5th of June

Peaceful systems of Welfare and Harmony - how to put these into power.

11.00 Oliver Tickell. Tesla Energy's new mains power battery transforms the energy market - killing off nuclear power. Nuclear Weapons make UK a nuclear target. http://www.theecologist.org/

11.00 Hans Grassmann, Udine University, Italy. The new solar mirror system replaces oil, coal and nuclear power with solar energy. (www.isomorph.it).

"Using simple mirror systems we can replace oil, coal and nuclear power with solar energy at a competitive price. To do this, we do not have to go to the desert, the system I propose works in Germany as well. The establishment could have developed such mirror systems thirty or fifty years ago; they didn't do it, and they are now doing everything in their power to prevent others from developing them," says Grassmann, and he adds, "It is possible to avoid the wars over oil, to end the production of nuclear waste and to stop global warming. There would be no extra cost. All we have to do is grant freedom of thought, not just in
politics but in science as well. ... Fanatics and extremists benefit from the money we pay for oil. We even finance their development of atom bombs. At the same time we kill the minds of our young scientists, who could show us the way out of this insanity. How stupid and immoral can we get?"

12.00  Thrive concept by Foster Gamble, US.  http://www.thrivemovement.com/

13.00 Lunch


16.00 Walk on the beach

18.00 Supper

6th of June

Restful morning

13.00  Lunch

Connecting the messages.

14.00  Francesca Gino. Why holding rituals works.  

14.40 Chris Busby, Ditta Rietuma. Methodology of communication with the higher forces of light in various cultures.

16.00 Beach. Global ritual for Peace, Love and Understanding.

18.00  Supper

19.00 Folkmusik and folkdance.

7th of June

Restful morning

12.00 Finalizing networking contact exchange

13.00 Lunch

Departure